An interdisciplinary approach
to digital humanities to
interpret memory and
contemporary society
VISUAL HISTORIES OF OCCUPATION

New perspectives on foreign
occupation and colonial history
While studies on World War II and the Holocaust have
been common in the context of EU-funded research
over the past decades, the cross-disciplinary analysis
and interpretation of the long-term consequences and
impact of foreign occupation and colonialism are still a
relatively new field of academic collaboration in the EU.

Detail of Fernando Cueto Amorsolo, Marketplace during the Occupation (1942).
Collection of the National Gallery Singapore © Fernando C. Amorsolo Art Foundation Philippines.

COTCA and VHH have joined forces in this Project
Group to contribute to a better understanding of the
history of foreign occupation and colonialism, analysing
their complex impact across a range of sectors around
the world. The two projects use visual history as one of
their conceptual frameworks, highlighting its utility in
studying and understanding war and conflict in the 20th
century, and contributing to the development of digital
humanities with new methods for digitising and analysing
visual sources. Their approach and results will provide
relevant resources to understand the multiple legacies of
past conflicts as well as on-going conflicts and cases of
foreign occupation today.

Enhancing interdisciplinary and
comparative research for visual history
Multimedia archives on
20th century visual history
Digitisation tools and software for
historical visual sources
Published research on visual histories of foreign
occupation, colonialism and the Holocaust
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Challenges
Societal: Cultural heritage and commemoration,
reflecting on issues such as public memory and its
features in contemporary European (and global)
communities.
Scholarly: Collection of relevant multimedia
information across multiple platforms.
Technological: Digitisation of historical resources.
Industrial: A beneficial impact on a range of industry
sectors in education, museums, libraries and archives,
cultural tourism as well as the content industry.

Who benefits?

Civil Society

Policy makers

Content industry
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Meet the Projects
COTCA - Exploring how foreign occupation has
influenced cultural expression in East and
Southeast Asia in the modern era. cotca.org
Grant Agreement No.682081

VHH - Empowering people to explore the mediality
of history and memory by means of digital
technologies. vhh-project.eu
Grant Agreement No.822670
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